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Abstract 

Under the conditions in which the world for some time past threshold Internet era, many Romanian 

companies yet reducing management applications accounting programs to CIEL, Win a Mentor or ASCON. It is true 

that the statement should not be generalized, so that, however, the market Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) has 

evolved, but we must admit that we are still far from being connected to the reality generated by globalisation of 

technological markets. 

In other words, for developed countries in terms of technology, ERP constitute the pinnacle of development 

over five decades of the techniques of economic administration support beneficiary technologies of information. Main 

challenge consists of the economic integration of all processes and optimize available resources of a global market.. In 

our country, however, things are different, and about a tradition in Romanian develop IT systems we can't talk about, 

though without too much excitement.. 
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1. Importance to use ERP for administration costs 

For most companies, carrying out functional requirements clearly has the highest priority, followed by reputation 

and confidence in long-term performance potential supplier. A solution ERP should cover and to integrate a wide 

spectrum of companies. Most companies intends to replace old applications and isolated by means of an integrated 

ERP system. Modern type systems ERP satisfy all scenarios not only main business. Processes on which they are 

based are the best practices in the industry concerned. The more well integrated solution, the greater possibility that it 

can substitute for an architecture have shown heterogenous evolution of applications. 

ERP has evolved that a product dedicated software production, in a portfolio of applications covering the 

production, management controls, and customers, the management of supplies and suppliers, general accounts, stores 

management and logistics, as well as human resources. All research has shown that implementing a solution ERP does 

not necessarily mean complete replacement of existing applications, if they comply with the requirements of the 

organization's information[3. 

Unlike the rest of developed countries economic conditions prevail in Romania companies which have 

adopted or have remained faithful to small applications. In this way, each department has its own system software 

(delimitation of functional information systems is very well represented), which is optimized according to specific 

information requirements in the context of a single database, a solution ERP combines all functional systems into a 

single, integrated, information is shared and communication between departments is open and unlimited. 

In this context came and segmentation of the market, including the Romanian market, similar to the 

international market, it can be segmented in big companies domestic and transnational companies on the one hand and 

the market small and medium-sized enterprises, on the other hand [2]. 

A main impediment is pretty high and the costs incurred for such a purchase. Also, we must notice that and 

culture managers leaves to be desired. 

Within multinational companies, companies that have come with a rich western experience, they have adopted 

immediately ERP solutions available on the market or have continued the line developed by the parent company. All 

this out of a desire to have more stringent checks on costs have called up and using integrated management, examples 

such as Romtelecom, Enel, e-On Distrigaz Nord, CEZ, Vodafone, Orange, Rompetrol, Tuborg, Colgate-Palmolive are 

significant in this respect). For instance, you need to notice that the great Romanian companies state-owned as well as 

Energy complex Oltenia, Hidroelectrica, Transelectrica, using such integrated solutions in matters of management. 

Unlike those set out, it is found that small and medium-sized companies gaining ground steadily, though the 

acquisition of software integrated in the management of company resources is a very complicated, investment involved 

being a barrier impassable for many of them. As compared to the big corporations from a financial point of view 

decision deploying an ERP it is difficult enough to be taken, in the first place because of the costs. For now, beyond 

slogans political, discarded heartily, companies' situation Romanian small and medium-sized enterprises would not 

seem to be at all pink. And yet, you need something to happen, for that, beyond their efforts assumed, the other poppet 
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realm of difficult able to obtain strategic advantages versus the competition, the entry in the world e-business and near 

to your customers and suppliers by entering into a value chain effectively. 

Trying a first and short conclusion, can we without any deduction to say that deploying an ERP is an 

investment in the long term and should provide sustainable sustainability. 

 

2. Market analysis leading vendors ERP type 

As far as the market vendors type ERP, the first five positions of top international ERP are occupied by: SAP 

America, Oracle Corporation, Microsoft Dynamics, JD Edwards & Company and BaaN International (Invensys), these 

pools over 70 percent of the total world market. 

These companies continue to be skilled trades and revolution evolution of this market, first to set the tone in 

functional development and in the extent of the integration with current technologies. Solutions producers are located, 

for years, in a process of research and adoption in their own solutions platforms of e-business. More specifically, in 

1999 the classic ERP have dressed a new coat, being rewritten and converted essential to contain all the benefits of 

Internet and, by default, in order to provide new functionality on the Internet. 

In the year 2000, have been placed on the market suite e-business ERP. Packages have been completed with 

specific Internet platforms, such as portals. Initiatives of the type Oracle Exchange, Peoplesoft marketplace, 

mySAP.com indicates entry ERP-sized world in e-business and application development on the Web. Adopting e-

business means, in the first place, opening and assumes the same anguish of processing as well as those which have 

been felt in the early 1990s when shifting applications architecture business owner to the client/server. 

The Romanian market type solution ERP is atypical, the specificity of her taking the desire of customers to adapt 

the software to business the current, and not the other way around, as often happens in markets much more mature. 

Thus, the solutions only partially pre-configured and very flexible as well as further developments are successful. 

In the following figure we have presented a ranking of the most important suppliers of ERP solutions on the 

Romanian market: 

 
Fig 1 – Grading vendors type ERP on the Romanian market 

Source: Study “ERP Romania 2011. Analysis and trends of the ERP software products and related services”, Pierre 

Audoin Consultants, 30 september 2011 

 

2.1. Short references to offer type ERP solutions of the company's SAP 

SAP is the fourth software company in the world, after Microsoft, Oracle and Computer Associates International. 

A merit of SAP is that annually invests between 20 % and 25 % of its turnover in research and development, and is 

always first or second in the group BOPSE deploying or new functionality in its products. 

Company policy is very close to the customers, the company is offering a wide range of applications. They are 

developed on areas of activity: electronic and high-tech, engineering and construction, consumer products, chemistry, 

cars, oil, pharmacy, health, media, banks, insurance, etc. . In Romania, SAP is present for more than 14 years, working 

with multinational companies and from the various areas of activity. 

As regards the accounts SAP AG, one of the world's foremost providers of software solutions and technologies of 

the business, which carries on business in Romania has recorded total revenues of 16.9 billion euros in 2013, on the 

rise by 8% (calculated at a constant exchange rate) compared with the previous year and is planning that business up in 
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2015 at the global level to exceed the threshold of 20 billion euros. As regards operational profit, it amounted to over 

5.5 billion euros, on the rise by over 13% compared with the level in 2012. 

At the end of the year 2013, SAP had in Romania about 350 employees at its headquarters in Bucharest, as well as 

in the centers of consultancy in Timisoara and Cluj-Napoca . 

In the offer SAP we can find a number of applications such as:  

- mySAP ERP - SAP continues to revolutionize solutions for enterprise resource planning. By mySAP ERP, 

you get powerful tools for services, analysis, financial operations, human resources and you can easily take 

your upgrade to other solutions SAP 

- SAP for companies SMEs. To maintain profitability, and to remain competitive, companies must be 

average to manage operations effectively - at the same time as the continually adjusted to the new economic 

reality. SAP provides the best management solutions, adapted to the needs and budgets Romanian 

companies. 

- mySAP Business Suite -- complete set of flexible solutions for business processes which optimize 

business-critical and can be integrated with any system. mySAP Business Suite solutions include mySAP 

CRM, mySAP PLM, mySAP SCM and mySAP SRM. 

 

2.2. Aspects of solutions offer the type ERP of the company's ORACLE 
Oracle entered the ERP market in 1997, despite critical assessments, which claimed that its field of reference are 

the data bases. Inspired, the company exploited this advantage in the context of the completion of ERP solutions - we 

refer to the fact that this was the first house by the software which has delivered the date type product Warehouse. 

Since we are talking about the "first one to ... ", we should say Oracle is a leader and to integrate Internet in its software 

solutions. 

More than 1,500 companies around the world (examples are at least give meaningful: Bank of America, Hewlett-

Packard, Franklin Covey, Compaq, Thoshiba Medical Systems Europe) have entered the land e-business through the 

gate Oracle E-Business Suite. Other 5,500 customers deployments Oracle Aplications. 

From Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and supply chain management (SCM) up to Financial, Project 

Management, Human Resources and Business Intelligence, everything is integrated in the E-Business Suite 100% and 

all "Engines" are loaded with web power 100 %. 

Recipe for success in e-business recommended by Oracle is simple: use the packs integrated applications and not 

the integration of disparate applications. So, are eliminated financial efforts and technology challenges, but it's 

addictive by a single platform. 

Oracle E-Business Suite, present on the market by mid-2000, integrates the functionalities ERP, CRM and SCM. It 

is claimed that is the only company that provides a fully integrated suite of applications by the company, directing how 

calls should be routed entire global economic cycle and providing problem solving end-to-end (i.e. from the supplier to 

the final consumer). 

Title promoted (100-percent- Internet) shows aligning it to the new economic practices promoted by e-business, 

reflected mainly in creating supply chains - outlets online. 

Customers choose Oracle E-Business Suite for: 

 Ease of use and completeness of applications (Rob Ridder, CIO, Toshiba Medical Systems Europe); 

 that the entry in the electronic marketplace is safe (Mike Butler, General Manager KellyStaff Leasing); 

 That is designed to assist any organization and can be implemented in any country and in any language 

(Oracle);  

 that suite is based on the latest technology, is flexible, robust, multi-platform ... 

In our country, specialists at Oracle Romania propose flexible solutions, footprint devices that are modularized, 

with possibilities to gradual implementation, in which can be included existing information systems. 

The core suite is made up of the solution ERP composed of over 50 separate applications. Also, the core integrates 

applications and self-service, as well as ones for analysis and decision support. The offer shall benefit from all the 

facilities offered by Internet, which ensure that reduce operating costs and global access to information and to the 

WEB. 

Oracle solutions eliminates "the walls of ERP systems internal company and suppliers". Thus, internal systems are 

in close interdependence between themselves and with external systems of suppliers of products and services and with 

the system of customer relationship management (CRM - 35 separate applications). 

Oracle Products intended for management costs include: 

 Activity-Based Management (ABM) - part of analytical software suite Oracle's Strategic Enterprise 

Management (SEM) ABM is an application management costs at the level of the enterprise which are to be 

compatible with the methodologies ABC used by most industries.  

ABM allows a modeling flexible which makes analysis profitability at all levels of the organization. Cost-

based analysis activities provides a decree of the decisions based on customer profitability, the profitability of 

products and services, forecast expenditure, capabilities and resources. 

 ABM Analyzer - is the solution OLAP analysis and reporting created in accordance with the requirements 

ABM method. Offers all types of users can generate reports multidimensional relationships, in accordance 

with their needs, and without writing any line of code. 
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It uses Oracle discoverer technology to provide high-performance combined with an easy-to-use interface 

while reducing installation costs solutions configured to enable users to have access to the information 

necessary to decision-making process. Any user that uses ABM Analyzer may have its own reports configured 

that will meet his specific requirements. 

Oracle E-Business Suite has become a supplier of outstanding applications by the company, making his place 

in the elite houses software ERP, headlong into in the group who deliver most components of end-to-end solutions e-

business. In the main, this offer is facing: production, services, education and the administration. 

Benefits of Internet architecture can be summarized as follows: 

- Access via your browser and web user interface.  Working mode is familiar and user-friendly; 

- Low operational costs, justified by the nature of open architecture. As we say it is not necessary to install 

any of the customer's software. 

- High performance portal with its user-friendly interface.  

- Seamless integration, due to standard Internet technologies XML and HTML;  

- security, by Enterprise Directory Security, which provides connections to servers specialized application 

security e-Business. 

- Fig 2 – Model of the architecture of a system ERP - including an analysis mode of costs 

- Source: Based on Oracle Financial Analyzer- User Guide Release 12, 2013 

 
3. Trends in the evolution of ERP market in Romania 
ERP suites are synonyms competitiveness under the conditions sharpening competition at international level and 

the globalization of markets. They are functioning perfectly and costs may be depreciated in a short period of time in 

the conditions of a stable functionary of the company. For this reason, many offers have been adapted, the result 

meaning actually the loss of features rated as essential ERP and the establishment of fact of information systems 

financial and accounting more sophisticated than the other. 

Romanian companies who chose the path integration, despite alleged financial effort and difficulties for the 

implementation of a package Enterprise Resource Planning have opted for the main two-way action. First he had to 

achieve database category solid Oracle or SQL, to which they have been grafted then management applications; the 

second had to application integration "island" existing in multi-function of the management systems. 

Big companies market shall be bounded net from that of small and medium-sized enterprises and have the ability 

to cover investment financial solutions in prominent, powerful in category SAP and Oracle. We must admit, however, 

that Romanian economic environment is very particular to that what is meant to us through his company than is 

different from what we have encountered on the Western market, so that many of them fall, as a matter of fact, in the 

class of medium-sized enterprises that financial power, turnover and geographical expansion. 
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In connection with modest market evolution ERP solutions in Romania, most often invoked is that there is 

no/insufficient financial resources. 

Hesitations in adoption of Internet business solutions ERP are caused but and other reasons[ 3]: 

 The resistance to change, under the conditions in which ERP means rethinking your timetables, which cannot 

be made without sacrifice; 

 Ignorance and educational shortcomings of some managers, unable or lacking vision to understand the impact 

and importance information technologies in the competitive environment present; 

 Problems adapting to the special notes solution beneficiary organization. The process of adapting it is difficult 

and time consuming. In addition, the suppliers must collaborate with specialists from the inside who are 

familiar with subtleties beneficiary organizations. The process of implementing it seems forever for that effort 

is not been concluded at the time when the system becomes operational, but is repeated every upgrade. As a 

matter of fact, "every end is a new beginning" for that ERP makes it possible to economic reality connection 

advantages of continuous evolution of technologies of information; 

 Collateral costs, sometimes particularly rich. The most smaller undervalued quantity was charged customs 

duties for category of expenditure is related to the user training integrated system, which being restructured 

processes and streams. Understanding these changes is vital to the success of the project and requires a high 

level of preparedness of specialists, as well as their availability for continuing vocational training. 

Decision to implement a soft ERP must be based on the basis of selection criteria very accurate, on a 

comparative analysis of several variants of applications, having regard to[ 8]: 

- That they are required to comply with legal framework in Romania and alignment with European standards 

and legislation; 

- Operation in the national currency, and implementing European currency, but easy and working with 

foreign currencies;  

- processing in real time 

- Modular structure of the software application involving phased deployment and subsequent extension of 

functional area covered; 

- Platform independent hardware;  

- own technological characteristics product ERP concerned;  

- ensuring a high level of security and data integrity;  

- flexibility in an increase in the number of users;  

- clear justification of an investment;  

- minimize risk. 

 

4. Conclusion 

In the field of the information society, ERP has had to evolve from tactical to strategic and to redefine so that 

organizations should be able to benefit from the advantages offered by e-business context in which they are to be 

undertaken business today. 

Thus, traditional ERP applications they've mutated significant and irreversible. It is estimated that they will 

become a platform that will support electronic business applications by integrating Customer Relationship 

Management, Supply Chain Management and Business Intelligence architecture in existence (current suite ERP certify 

this fact). 

Such platforms evolution cannot be contested. Enterprise Applications Integration is a new words born of marriage 

of multiple technologies. The idea that the very ERP is subject to processes of integration with other platforms ERP 

(ERP2ERP), with the business-to-Business (B2B), platform workflow (either proprietary, be components of enterprise 

groupware products: e.g. Lotus Notes), more platforms Electronic Data Interchange and new business Process 

Management (BPM) is obvious. 

Traditional Suite will be replaced with one extended outside of the EAI, vehiculandu and XRP - eXtended 

enterprise Resource Planning, CRP - Collaborative Resource Planning or iERP - inter-Enterprise Resource Planning. 

And they don't call it, the new generation of products ERP will be orientated toward the customer and provide 

extensive applications beyond the limits interactions company through e-business and collaboration with business 

partners. Complicated ERP solutions will acquire agility, feature-key in a dynamic economic environment, guided by 

Internet technologies. 
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